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The Future of Bathing...
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Compare TBM Jetless Jetted Whirlpool Tubs

Water Purity TBM is the ONLY sanitizable system ensuring 
elimination of 99% of bacteria for clean and 
pure bathing.

In about 5 minutes, every wetted component 
of a TBM Jetless bath can be cleaned and 
disinfected.

Our Jetless hydrotherapy was developed to 
deliver a unique bathing experience giving you 
a Total Body Massage. 

Enjoy essential oils, bath salts, and 
aromatherapy products. Residue can be 
completely removed with a simple, thorough 
cleaning.

Our Jetless baths are 99% self draining, and 
easily accessible for cleaning and sanitizing.

Cleaning

Superior 
Hydrotherapy
(No Dead Zones)

Additives

Water Retention 

Selectable 
Hydrotherapy

Unlike traditional tubs that are made with only 
6 - 12 jets, a TBM bath uses 30 -60 hydro-ports 
uniquely designed to provide a Total Stimulation 
to the body’s senses. The system is adjustable to 
an infinite number of settings of water, air, and 
firmness.

Not easy to clean. 

You cannot physically scrub clean the 
inner pipe and surfaces.

Most whirlpool tubs offer an assortment 
of jets with several DEAD zones, giving 
the bather a LIMITED hydrotherapy 
massage. 

It is not recommended using bath salts, 
oils, or other additives as they build-up in 
the piping.

Typical whirlpool tubs retain more than a 
cup of bath water. 

These systems have ONLY one 
adjustment, the pump.



Innovative Jetless Design New technology allows 
us to deliver a clean, refreshing, rejuvenating, relaxing, Total Body 
Massage experience with superior performance.

In today’s hectic, fast-paced world, more and more people are looking to ease the tensions of daily life and find rest, 
rejuvenation, and relaxation. Evolution TBM™ technology provides the ultimate blend of powerful hydrotherapy with 
unmatched sanitation – to give you confidence and peace of mind.

The innovative EVOLUTION  TBM™ (Total Body Massage) system delivers water, water-air, and air only 
combinations. The infinite combinations enable you to customize your bathing experience to your individual preference.  
The 30-60 Hydro-Ports produce wrap around water movement and a 360-Degree coverage with EQUAL PRESSURE 
and therapeutic action to your entire body.

Evolution TBM™ baths deliver effective hydrotherapy with greater flexibility and more control than conventional 
systems. This means far greater benefits to YOU.

TOTAL BODY MASSAGE

30 to 60 Hydro-Ports

No DEAD zones – Jetted systems have dead zones from jet to jet creating stagnant areas with no hydrotherapy action. 



The World’s Only Total 
Sanitary System! 
FIRST THERE WAS THE 
WHIRLPOOL... NOW THERE’S 
EVOLUTION TBM™ 

BATHING  has reached a new level of 
performance, style and function!  Thanks 
to Trajet’s innovative engineers and our 
revolutionary and patented system, Trajet 
has raised the bar in TBM (“Total Body 
Massage”)!   

TBM™ is 99% self draining when the unit is 
shut off!  The typical whirlpool tub retains 
several ounces of DIRTY bath water. When 
you relax in a standard whirlpool, you’re not 
alone. Yesterday’s water breeds bacteria. 
Trajet’s Evolution TBM™ hydro-port manifold is completely cleanable, so your next 
bath is pure and refreshing – exactly the way it’s supposed to be. 

Only Trajet’s TBM baths deliver bathing with unequaled cleanliness – 
the way nature intended. 

The Only Cleanable Jetless System! 
Let Trajet show you an entirely new way to enjoy spa bathing 
with PURE, CLEAN water that makes your bathing experience 
exactly what it should be: sanitary, healthy and invigorating.

Trajet’s TBM baths incorporate a new revolutionary design to give you unmatched 
hydrotherapy and the assurance of clean, pure water every time you bathe.  Trajet’s 
new design allows the complete hydrotherapy system to be CLEANED and 
SANITIZED. EASY TO ACCESS cleaning ports allow quick and effective cleaning 
and sanitizing in just a few minutes, making your bath clean and fresh for its next use.

In the cleaning mode, anti-bacterial solution enters the cleaning ports and flows 
throughout the entire system! 

Cleaning is as easy as 1-2-3.  Open cleaning port, then pour in sanitizing solution 
and brush; the system will be cleaned and sanitized giving you peace of mind. This has 
never before been possible in any hydrotherapy system.  

Also, HARD-TO-CLEAN and bacterial laden conventional jets have been eliminated.

Fully Adjustable 
Settings

30+ Hydro-Ports

Easy Access 
Cleaning Ports

Hydro-Dynamically 
Engineered

Patent Pending
Pristine, Smooth, 

Elegantly Designed 
for Comfort 
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Go Ahead 
Pamper Yourself... 

Everything about our revolutionary 
design is focused on giving you the 
ultimate in a genuine spa experience. 

TBM™ brings gentle, but powerful streams 
together from multiple Hydro-Ports to envelop 
your body in a soothing cushion of therapeutic 
relaxation. 

Evolution TBM’s engineering allows for spa 
treatments that use additives like therapeutic bath 
salts and essential oils that should not be used 
with traditional piped whirlpool systems. Instead 
of ordinary bathing, Trajet delivers a spa-quality 
experience – adding a new dimension to home 
bathing.

Your bath interacts with your senses and creates 
a fully satisfying and sensuous experience. Feel 
the gentle caress of warm, pure water on your 
skin and smell the uplifting aromas of revitalizing 
oils and minerals.

Select Comfort Bath
Selectable 360° Bathing, which can only be found 
on an Evolution TBM™ tub by Trajet, represents 
the ideal combination of water, air, and firmness 
for your body, giving you the ultimate bathing 
experience.

Unlike traditional tubs that are made with only 6 to 12 jets, 
the TBM™ bath uses 30 to 60 hydro-ports uniquely designed 
to provide a TOTAL Stimulation to the body’s senses. 
The system is adjustable to an infinite number of settings 
to accommodate your personal preferences in comfort and 
firmness. 

SIDE, FOOT and BACK JETS surround you with a 
unique sensation.  Trajet’s Evolution TBM™ customizes 
your bathing experience with more stimulating Hydro-Ports you 
could ever dream of!  We’re so sure you’ll absolutely love this 
system... we’re staking our 30 year reputation on it!

The back and foot hydro-ports are OPTIONAL.

PURE Simplicity, PURE Relaxation, 
PURE Evolution TBM
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Smooth, Pristine Look of TBM... 
delivers a clean, refreshing, rejuvenating, relaxing, 
360° Total Body Massage experience with superior 
performance.

The nearly invisible Hydro-Ports give the Evolution TBM™ a sleek 
and smooth look. Everything is flush and pristine and there are NO 
protruding jets to lean against and obstruct your bathing comfort.

No need to clean, maintain, or replace jets. Dirty jets are 
a thing of the past!

TBM offers a minimalist look that allows the beauty, elegance, 
and style of your bath tub to be the center of attention.  TBM 
complements and blends with your bathing environment. 
TBM is truly an innovative and pristine design and starts a new 
generation of hydrotherapy.  You’ll actually have to look twice to see 
that it’s really a full-function hydrotherapy tub. 

Rest Assured....
Buy from a company with 30 years of whirlpool 
bathing know how.  

Trajet has always led the industry in bathing excellence.  Tens of 
thousands of satisfied owners since 1981 can’t be wrong.  This year, 
Trajet celebrates it’s 30th year in business.  As a fitting legacy to 
it’s history...Trajet has now raised the bar with the TBM system and 
created a new standard in the bathing industry!

ALL TRAJET TUBS are FACTORY FOAM INSULATED and 
SOUND DEADENED! The foam insulated system keeps water 
hot for hours and buffers pump noise to a minimum of decibels.    
The rigid foam lasts for the life of the tub and also eliminates sagging 
pipes and rattles (common in competitor’s tubs).  You’ll love the fact 
that your TBM bath won’t annoy other members in your household 
while it’s running.

Easy access cleaning ports  
makes the Evolution TBM 
system simple to sanitize. 

30 to 60 Hydro-Ports

Trajet’s foam insulation
conserves energy...

keeps water hot for hours
and reduces noise.


